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PREFACE 

Before you lies the concluding report of my graduation. In this report the process of the research done 
within the masters Construction Technology and Design Systems is described step-by-step. The research 
merges the aspects of the practical and analytical approaches of Construction Technology and the State-
of-the-art developing methods of Design Systems.  

Starting the research was not easy. Finding a good topic that would be interesting and relevant to: 
Design Systems, Construction Technology, Hendriks Bouw en Ontwikkeling, and myself, took some time. 
However, I am pleased with the result and enthousiastic on presenting the final product. 

The subject of the research is “Automation in material management with the use of building information 
modelling” with the subtitle “Automating foreman tasks by using value-rich BIM-models in order to 
fasten tasks and save additional time”. And that is exactly what I am trying to achieve within this 
research. The goal was to develop a tool that assists the foreman so more time can be spend on tasks 
regarding quality. This first part (this document) is focused on finding out what task we should automate, 
what the best solution is, and what requirements can be set so it can be developed in the next phase, 
where the actual development is explained.  

Many thanks go out to the host company Hendriks Bouw en Ontwikkeling, whom been giving me a lot of 
space and cooperation to perform the research. They have assisted me with guidance, information, and 
facilities.  

 

I hope reading this report will be interesting and refreshing. 

 

Gerben Bouthoorn 

Eindhoven, 2016 
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ABSTRACT 

This report is the result of the gradation process belonging to the combined mastertrack of Design 
Systems and Construction Technology at the Eindhoven University of Technology. The subject of the 
research is: “Automation in material management with the use of building information modelling”. The 
research will be executed at the host company: Hendriks Bouw en Ontwikkeling.  

Hendriks Bouw en Ontwikkeling has value-rich BIM models. However, the value of these models is not 
utilized at the building site during construction. Plotted drawings are used, and intelligence of the model 
is not utilized.  Hendriks Bouw en Ontwikkelings has requested research on potentials of BIM for 
foreman so he can save time for practical tasks. 

The preliminary research has shown that material management is the most time-consuming task. An 
average of eleven man-hours per week is spend on this task. The task consists of: quantity take-offs, 
calling off material, receiving material, registering material, and delivering work instructions. If these 
tasks were to be automated, more time comes available for prevention and appraisal. This leads to the 
following problem statement: 

“Foreman spend an average of eleven hours per week on tasks related to material 

management, including many tasks that would benefit from automation, time that 

could otherwise be spent on activities to increase quality or efficiency of the project.”  

The eleven hours can be broken down into: 4.25 hours in quantity take-off, 2.00 hours of calling-off 
material, 4.25 hours of receiving material and 0.50 hour of registering material. Consults with BIM-
experts has given an indication of a potential automation of 2.5 man-hours per week. The goal of this 
graduation project is to create a tool that to fulfil this request. This has resulted in the following goal: 

“Creating a redesigned process for material management and proof technical 

feasibility of a computer application that enables foreman to save at least 2.5 man-

hours per week.” 

With this goal a literature study is initiated. This study created a bundle of state-of-the-art applications 
that can automate the provided tasks. The found solutions are categorized as software, hardware, or 
method. Each solution is then rated on a “Level of Automation” (LoA). Thereafter several combinations 
of solutions that are compatible with each other are summed up to their total LoA and weighted with 
their corresponding time-consumption. Results show an integral model that consists of: BIM quantity 
take-off, an automated model for calling of, receiving and registering material, and the current process 
for the delivery of work-instructions to be the highest rated.  

To find the implementation bottlenecks, the combined solution is analysed and discussed with experts 
within the organisation to develop an improved process that would be viable for implementation. This 
redesign of the process is considered the program of demands for the computer application.   

The focus of the development itself is on the quantity take-off from IFC-models. The currently devious 

task of quantifying materials, should be automatable. The developed application in this report is able to 

scan folders on the users’ computer and lets the user select a model to perform the quantity take-off. A 

review of materials inside the model has shown that the five most time consuming materials are 
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available for quantity take-offs. The only requirement is that assigning materials to objects should be 

more consistent. Other than that the modelling itself is up to par for the renewed process.  

A case study on quantifying in situ concrete, partition walls, masonry work, insulation, and limestone 

have resulted in a total time spending that averages at 1:48:11. Foreman currently spend approximately 

4:15:00 on these tasks. Therefor the time saved is has the potential to save close to 2:30:00 and thus 

making the goal to be very plausible with further development. 

It is advised to develop the application further to make it executable and operable by foreman. After 

that the most desired and/or most often used call-off templates should be implemented. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter will be used as introduction to the research. It will elaborate on the background of the 

research. It will describe the problem and the relevance of executing the research.  

 HOST COMPANY: HENDRIKS BOUW EN ONTWIKKELING 1.1
Hendriks Bouw en Ontwikkeling (HBO) is a family business encompassing five collaborating disciplines. 

Recommendations, development, construction, water and electrical installations, maintenance and 

management are used integrally in a sustainable and innovative manner in order to meet our customers’ 

demands in the best possible way. The origin of Hendriks Bouw en Ontwikkeling lies in 1922 in Oss. The 

company offers work for 160 personnel. The core business has been housing construction, but they are 

also active in health care, schools, and offices. 

 MOTIVATION 1.2
HBO considers their models to be information rich and thus valuable. This has proven to be so in 

multiple phases of the engineering. Work-preparing has been using clash detection and other functions 

in order to use the models capabilities. However, the value of the models is reduced to zero during 

construction phase. Foreman receive plotted drawings and do not use the model and its applications. 

The managing director has requested research into the potentials of BIM within the construction phase 

and applications that could proof to be valuable for the foreman. Could BIM be used to increase 

efficiency of work, or assist on certain tasks to improve quality? 

In the preliminary research the time spending of foreman has been investigated. This is done by 

collecting task descriptions from the KAM-handbook and foreman handbook. These results are then 

spoken through with five foreman. These interviews will validate the found tasks or compliment it with 

additional tasks. When this list of tasks is complete, the corresponding time-spending is added to it. This 

is done by estimations of the organisational expert and a project leader. These estimations are averaged 

and confirmed to be plausible by the same five foreman. The results are shown in Table 1 with time 

presented as average man-hours per week. All task visualisations can be found in appendix E.  

The table shows that the most time-consuming task is material management and thus is assumed that 

there is also a large potential for automation.  

Task Avg. hr/week (hh:mm) 

1. Drafting time-schedules 3:45 
2. Arranging machinery, tools and equipment 3:00 
3. Discuss staffing 0:30 
4. Material management 11:00 
5. Execute briefings 0:30 
6. Securing safety 1:15 
7. Directing personnel 8:45 
8. Directing subcontractor 6:30 
9. Updating foreman's diary 1:00 
10. Monitoring progress 3:00 
11. Processing waste 0:45 

Table 1- time-spending of foreman 
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 RELEVANCE 1.3
Construction Technology relevance 

Automation in construction is focused on removing the need of human input for building processes. 

Construction technology has a practical approach on increasing effectiveness and/or efficiency of 

processes. This research will use modern knowledge of technology in BIM to develop automating 

solutions. This is done by performing a field research on foreman processes of the foreman of Hendriks 

Bouw en Ontwikkeling, and testing the final result on actual building sites. 

Design System relevance 

Where construction technology is practical, Design System focusses on state of the art solutions for the 

build environment. This means that an in-depth literature research will be completed in order to get a 

grip of modern technology. This research should be complimenting current systems or convert 

international technologies to Dutch standards. 

Practical relevance 

Hendriks Bouw en Ontwikkeling is a pioneer on BIM. Their goal for this research is to get the foreman 

working with the BIM more than currently is happening. This should lead to a more efficient work 

schedule, which leads to more time for quality control, and thus more quality. 

 PROBLEM DESCRIPTION 1.4
Every week an average of 11 man-hours is spend on material management related tasks that could 

potentially be partly automated. Time of foreman is of the essence to ensure quality, especially on 

weeks where his agenda is busy. Applications are available, even though they are often not compatible. 

If these applications would be compatible with each other and applied for the entire material 

management process, lots of time could be saved. 

“Foreman spend an average of eleven hours per week on tasks related to material 

management, including many tasks that would benefit from automation, time that 

could otherwise be spent on activities to increase quality or efficiency of the project.“ 

 GOAL  1.5
The objective of the application is to save time. A estimation of how much time could potentially be 

saved, a foreman of Hendriks Bouw en Ontwikkeling was asked how much time was spend on 

administrative tasks. These tasks are proven to be automatable (Hartmann, Van Meerveld, Vossebeld, & 

Adriaanse, 2012). The estimated time spend on administrative tasks per process is as follows: Quantity 

take-off 110 min, calling-off material 30min, receiving material 0 min, and registering material 10mins. 

These tasks sum up to 2.5 hours per week on administrative tasks.  

“Creating a redesigned process for material management and proof technical 

feasibility of a computer application that enables foreman to save at least 2.5 man-

hours per week.” 
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 RESEARCH QUESTION 1.6

“How can an application automate material management so foreman can save an 

average of 2.5 man-hours per week?” 

 SCOPE 1.7
To secure in-depth quality and to avoid far-reaching research, a scope is created for the research 

Building technology challenges for IT 

Automation most often comes hand in hand with IT-developments. However, this research will be set to 

resolve the challenges regarding building technology. Parts of the process that are assumed to be 

automated relatively easy by IT-departments are therefore not developed within this research. The 

overall work-process will be designed, but the actual development will only be completed for building 

technology related bottlenecks. 

Partition walls of Xella Nederland B.V.  

Calling of materials is done for a large variety of elements, the required attributes per element may vary. 

Because it is not realistic to script the material management form for each of them, the feasibility of 

these functions is shown in one case example. The partition walls of Xella is one of the more complex 

call-offs, and also discussed as issue within the work-preparing of Hendriks Bouw en Ontwikkeling. 

Because the supplied models provide complete walls rather than single elements, and the elements are 

ordered in packs, determine required quantities is not a quick task. Since the call-off for this product is 

one of the main bottlenecks currently addressed within work-preparing, it is chosen to use these. 

IFC-models in possession of Hendriks Bouw en Ontwikkeling  

Names of products and materials will differ per supplier and modelling team. For this reason the models 

currently in possession of HBO are used. The way objects are defined in these models will be the 

underlayment and starting position for the application.   

When specific examples are required, the model ROOT_Patio.ifc and Irislaan.IFC will be used. According 

to BIM-specialist of HBO the Patio model is an example of a well-defined model, and its size is not too 

large for this research. The Irislaan is practical for test-results since interviews are conducted upon this 

project. 

Residential buildings 

The main business of Hendriks Bouw en Ontwikkeling is residential buildings. Therefore the scope 

towards these projects is made. Even though it should be kept in mind that an overall working tool has 

the benefit, the solutions will be focussed on residential buildings when needed.    
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 READERS GUIDE 1.8
This readers guide will briefly explain what information can be found in which chapter. 

Chapter 1 – Introduction 

This chapter is the main introduction to the subject. It elaborates on the background, the problem 
definition and the goal that set for this research. 
 
Chapter 2 – Current situation 

This chapter briefly recaps on the status quo of material management at Hendriks Bouw en 

Ontwikkeling. It will present the current processes in BPMN2.0 schedules and explain how it works. 

Chapter 3 – Research design and methods 

This chapter present the proposed research process and used methods to achieve the goal. 

Chapter 4 – State of the art material management 

This chapter presents the process that lead to finding state-of-the-art solutions and selecting one 

combination of applications to develop. 

Chapter 5 – Material management process redesign 

The proposed process stated in chapter 4 cannot be implemented directly. It needs fine-tuning and this 

chapter will explain what has to be changed in order to become viable and will conclude with a program 

of demands for the application 

Chapter 6 – Application design 

This chapter will describe the actual development of the application and how it functions. It will also 

present potentials for multiple materials and elaborate on one specific call-off.  

Chapter 7 – Test results   

Chapter 7 will present the test results of the application, on which the conclusion will be based. 
 
Chapter 8 – Conclusion 

Chapter 8 will be the conclusion and discussion of the research.  
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2 CURRENT SITUATION 

To obtain a better understanding of the current situation, the material management process is 

visualised in this chapter. These schedules are based upon interviews with project leaders of HBO and 

confirmed by foreman.  

 QUANTITY TAKE-OFF 2.1
The quantities of materials are a requisite for foreman to be able to call-off shipments. Every upcoming 
activity has a required quantity for example masonry that should be available. It’s the foreman’s task to 
calculate the quantities per activity. This is done by calculating square meters and/or volume using 
drawings. There are exceptions where BIM is already used for several aspects in an on-screen method. 

Determine 
upcomming 

activities

Find corresponding 
drawings

Drawings

Calculate required 
materials

Material on-site?

YES

Planning

NO

Figure 1 - current QTO process 
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 CALLING OFF MATERIAL 2.2
When required quantities are known, it is responsibility of the foreman that the materials are delivered 

on time. Foreman need to notify the supplier of the purchased products with a date and time he wants 

the products. It is also his judgement upon how much time in advance he can store the material. 

Depending on the suppliers’ preference the material can be requested via telephone, e-mail, web-form, 

or fax. 

Call-off 
material

Lookup supplier, 
delivery time and 
call-off method

Set notification for 
call-off

Supplier documents

Call-off schedule

Supplier need 
pre-order?

Notify supplier

 

Figure 2 - current call-off process 
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 RECEIVING MATERIAL 2.3
Upon arrival of products, the standard receiver-check must be executed, unless a more extensive check 

is prescribed or desired. If the material is accepted, the receipt of the supplier is signed, the foreman 

codes the receipt according to the foreman (process 3.5.4) and updates the inventory report. If the 

material does not pass the check, it should be marked as declined, and returned or stored separately.  

Receive 
material

Contact
 supplier

Accept delay?

no

Meet specs?

no

yes

Sign delivery papers

Material specifications

Assign drop-off 
point

Delivery 
date/time

 

Figure 3 - current receiving material process 
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 REGISTERING MATERIAL 2.4
All deliveries should be registered and the inventory updated. This way it’s possible to trace back the 

supply chain in later stages, and it gives the foreman overview of current stocks. Every delivery should 

also be coded, so data can be gathered for later calculations. 

Send to 
financial
 manager

Code receipts

Update 
inventory/usage

Foreman-
monitoring-

overview

 

Figure 4 - current registering material process 
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 DELIVERING WORK INSTRUCTIONS 2.5
The supplier possible provides working-instructions for the product. The foreman monitors the 

compliance of these instructions.   

Deliver work-
instructions

Monitor compliance

Work-instructions

yes

Work 
instructions 
available?

no

 

Figure 5 - current delivering work-instructions process 

 CONCLUDING CURRENT SITUATION 2.6
The time spending  per subtask is provided in Table 2. These values are first estimated by a project 

leader, then corrected by the organisation expert, and finally validated by the foreman. 

Material management average man-hours/week (hh:mm) 

Quantity take-off 4:15 
Calling off material 2:00 
Receiving material 4:15 
Registering material 0:30 
Deliver instructions 0.00 
Total 11:00 

Table 2 - time spending per task 

With the gathered data the literature-study can be started. With the knowledge on current processes, 

state-of-the-art solutions can be judged easier upon functionality. The next chapter will elaborate on the 

overall research and explain the used methods. 
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3 RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODS 

This chapter will describe steps taken to complete the research and explain the used methods.  

 RESEARCH APPROACH 3.1
The research can be split into five major phases. 1)  a literature study to create a bundle of state-of-the-

art solutions for given processes, 2) a morphological analysis to determine the best combination of 

solutions presented in the literature report, 3) defining the boundaries of the development and setting 

up a program of demands, 4) the actual development of the application, 5) testing the functionality of 

the application.  

2

1 2 43

1

3

4

Quantity take-off

Calling-off material

Receiving material

Registering material

Delivering work-
instructions

Literature  study

Application 
development

Morphological analysis Define boundaries 
of development

 and program of demands

Test phase

 

Figure 6 - research design 

Literature study 

To create a bundle of state of the art solutions for the given material management tasks, a literature 

report is made. This study will focus on all state of the art solutions regarding this subject. In order to 

ensure a complete bundle, no limitations of systems or applications for built environment alone are 

searched.  The second purpose of the literature study, is to define levels of automation. This knowledge 

can be used to rate the found applications.  

Application analysis 

Next step of the research process is to determine the best fitting solution for the given case. All found 

applications will be rated upon level of automation and compared with one another. The best solution, 

if feasible, will then be used to design a new work-process 

Specify bottlenecks of application of built environment 

With the newly designed process, several development bottlenecks will arise. The purpose of this 

research is to resolve the implementation bottlenecks that would occur for HBO.  Some features of the 

proposed application might be unwanted, while others features are missing. By comparing these 

processes and discuss them internally, a fine-tuned process will arise. 

After that the problem areas that are related to the built environment and thus not known territory of 

IT-parties, will be developed. However, before development the building design systems bottlenecks 

must be formulated into a program of demands for the design. 
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Application design 

With the program of demands at hand, the development itself will take place. The development is 

complete with the application is functioning and meets the program of demands. 

Test phase 

Two major aspects should be tested before presented. Most importantly is the correctness of the output 

the application generates, and secondly measurements regarding time saving must be estimated.  

 USED METHODS 3.2
This paragraph will present the used methods in the research. It will briefly elaborate on what the 

methods are used for, and why they are used.  

Literature study 

The literature study is used to create a state-of-the-art bundle of applications. All information will be 

gathered from scientific research papers, theses, and other scientific sources found on search engines 

such as ‘Google Scholar’. All references are used in APA-style.  

Key words used to find the research papers: 

 Automation in construction 

 Supply chain management 

 Material management 

 Quantity take-off 

 Requesting material construction 

 Material control 

 Quality control 

 Levels of automation 

 

This study leads to an overview of potential automations for material management. The selection for 

one specific (combination of) application(s) is done in the next step. The literature study is merely to 

generate a state-of-the-art overview.  

Morphological analysis 

Morphological analysis or general morphological analysis is a method developed by Fritz Zwicky (1967, 

1969) for exploring all the possible solutions to a multi-dimensional, non-quantified complex problem. 

Solution and processes are inserted in a matrix, and combination are appointed by lines. By summing up 

the scores of the applications in the combinations, the highest valued method can be found.  

In this research combinations with different collaboration aspects are compared. The combination with 

the highest score, is the combination to be further analysed for implementation. 
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BPMN 2.0 

“Business Process Model and Notation” or BPMN for short, is used for business process modelling. It 

does not have a hierarchy but instead shows detailed representation of the process. BPMN is very useful 

to support process management for both technical users and business users. The BPMN-diagrams will 

be used to elaborate current or designed processes. It should also provide clarity on how the application 

itself will work. 

 

User task

Exclusive gateway

Receiving task

Start event

Timer event

End event 1

End event 2
 

Figure 7 - example of BPMN 2.0 

Symbols used in this document: 

Service task

Manual task

User task

Sending task

Receiving task

Timer event

Signal event

End event

Exclusive 
gateway

Inclusive 
gateway

Parallel gateway

Instantiating 
exclusive 
gateway

Sequence flow

Association

Message flow

Message

Data object

Data store

Collapsed sub-
process

 

Figure 8 - used symbols 

More info: http://www.bpmnquickguide.com/viewit.html 

Python 2.7.11 

The development of the application can be done in plenty of programming languages. Python is not 

known to be the fastest of them, but should be relatively easy to use for people new to programming. 

Its syntax is straightforward and has easy to use iterators, which will come in useful when handling IFC-

files 

Interviews 

Half-open interviews are used to confirm found data, gather information on time-spending of foreman, 

and practical knowledge of material management. Interviewees will be project leaders and foreman. 

http://www.bpmnquickguide.com/viewit.html
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4 STATE-OF-THE-ART MATERIAL MANAGEMENT APPLICATIONS 

 LITERATURE STUDY 4.1
The literature study is made in two parts. First a definition of automation and the levels of automation 

are search in order to be able to rate applications. After that the actual research upon state-of-the-art 

applications is started and the bundle of applications is made. 

 Levels of automation 4.1.1

Automation itself is hard to define, let alone the stages it comes in. The Oxfords English Dictionary 

describes automation as follows:  

“Automatic control of the manufacture of a product through a number of successive 

stages; the application of automatic control to any branch of industry or science; by 

extension, the use of electronic or mechanical devices to replace human labour.” 

Frohm, Lindström, Stahre, & Winroth (2008) have explored the concept of “Levels of Automation” (LoA) 

of industrial applications. The paper explains different types of automations, such as technical systems, 

control systems, and mechanization. One way to describe LoA, according to Billings (1997), is a 

continuum of control-management. All automations would be in between unassisted control to 

autonomous operations. The system has a total of six levels. A simplified version with only three levels 

was made by Ruff, Narayanan, & Draper (2002). This proposal consists of Manual control, management-

by-consent, and management-by-exception. This model however comes short for this research because 

a more enriched decision must be made between different applications, and the application will have 

different levels but would (with few exceptions) all be management-by-consent. Milgram, Rastogi, & 

Grodski (1995) developed a scale that comes close to this requisite. The system has five levels:  

1. Manual teleoperation 

2. Telepresence 

3. Director / Agent Control 

4. Supervisory Control 

5. Autonomous Control 

 

While this system is plausible for computer operation automations, it lacks guidance for physical 

applications, such as storing material in our example. On the other hand we have the scale of Marsh & 

Mannari (1981) that developed a LoA for mechanizations. The six LoA are as follows: 

1. Hand tools and manual machines 

2. Powered machines and tools 

3. Single-cycle automatics and self-feeding machines 

4. Automatic repeating cycle 

5. Feedback by self-measuring and self-adjusting 

6. Computer control and automatic cognition 
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The scale of Marsh & Mannari lacks the automation for control systems and is therefore not applicable 

either. However, by using above described LoA, Frohm et al (2008) constructed the following definition 

of LoA: 

“The allocation of physical and cognitive tasks between humans and technology, 

described as a continuum ranging from totally manual to totally automatic” 

The proposal of this paper is a scale that have levels for both Mechanical and Equipment, and for 
Information and control. The advantage of this is that the same scale can be used with the same 
reference in all tasks. The seven levels are as follows: 

LoA Mechancial and Equipement Information and Control 

1 Totally manual – No tools are used. E.g. 
Moving material only using muscle power 

Totally manual – A person making his/her own 
decision, only based on experience and 
knowledge.  

2 Static hand tool – Manual work with static 
tools. E.g. Screwdriver 

Decision giving – The user gets information on 
what to do or a proposal. E.g. Work order 

3 Flexible hand tool – Manual work with 
flexible tool. E.g. Adjustable spanner 

Teaching – The user gets instructions on how the 
task can be achieved. E.g. checklists, manuals 

4 Automated hand tool – Manual work with 
automated tool. E.g. Hydraulic bolt driver 

Questioning – The technology question the 
execution. E.g. Verification before action 

5 Static machine/workstation – Automatic 
work by machine designed for specific task. 
E.g. Lathe 

Supervising – The technology calls for the users’ 
attention and direct it to the present task. E.g. 
Alarm systems 

6 Flexible machine/workstation – Automatic 
work by machine that can be configured for 
different tasks. E.g. CNC-machine 

Interventional – Technology takes over, unless 
there is human intervention. E.g. Thermostat 

7 Totally automatic – Totally automatic work, 
the machine detects and solves problems by 
itself. E.g. Autonomous systems. 

Totally automatic – All information and control 
is handled by the technology, users are never 
involved. E.g. Autonomous systems. 

Table 3 - LoA scores 

With this overview at hand, the found applications in the next chapter can be valued at an appropriate 

LoA with reference to either the mechanical aspect or the controlling aspect.  
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 Applications per task 4.1.2

Some applications are very task specific, while others are a more integral system. The integral systems 

are attempted to be split into tasks as well, in order to keep the structure. Each task will start with a 

brief explanation and the current manual procedure of it. Application will have a brief explanation on its 

functionality. 

Quantity take-off 

Most of the quantities are determined by the planning engineers, however some quantities are still to 

be calculated by the foreman, such as cubic meters of concrete and square meters of masonry. These 

materials are ordered in separate batches and a calculated final delivery. QTO is not an end-process 

itself. It is a feature that is important for several processes such as cost construction planning and 

material ordering. A quantity take-off is an essential step in estimating. “Before the cost of the work can 

be determined the quantity of work to be done must be measured” (AGC, n.d.). This can be done both 

manually and digitally. 

- Manual take off 

The most traditional method for determining quantities is the manual approach. Using drawings, a scale 

and a ledger to write it down. This method is however, very labour intensive and prone to human error. 

(Toenjes, 2000) 

- Digitizers 

Digitizers are hardware that generates coordinates into software and are then calculated to quantities. 

"A well designed on-screen digitizing program allows the user to view a variety of drawing files including 

DWG, DWF, TIF and PDF file formats and electronically measure items using your mouse rather than a 

scale or digitizer tablet. Other than a computer, no additional hardware is required.” (Vertigraph Inc., 

n.d.). The data gathered with the hardware can be directly transferred to spreadsheets or estimating 

programs. Digitizers are helpful for irregular areas and could eliminate potential errors with non-

standard scales or miscalculations.  

- On-screen take off 

On-screen take off (OST) programs allow the users to view digital drawing files and electronically 

measure items by operating the mouse. In addition to digitizers, it requires no hardware. To organize 

the systematic, objects can be marked with line colours, symbols or fills for items measured (Vertigraph 

Inc., n.d.). Efficiency comes from the automated generating of counts, dimensions and volumes. 

“Performing quantity take offs with electronic documents was studied by comparing two groups. One 

group used electronic construction documents, and the control group used paper construction 

documents. A pilot study was conducted prior to the principal study. The findings of the principal study 

indicated no significant difference in the amount of time to obtain the dimensions for a quantity take off 

between the electronic and the paper documents. The principal study indicated no significant difference 

in accuracy between the electronic documents and the paper documents. While the findings 

demonstrated no significant difference regarding the time required for quantity take offs, the electronic 

documents may save reproduction costs and may require less time and effort to distribute than paper 

construction documents” (Miller, 2001) 
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- CAD Quantity take offs 

Calculating with computer aided design (CAD) has been developed in the past. It has been the first step 

towards BIM and has proven to be a much more efficient method. One study has recorded an 80% 

increase of efficiency to make a complete estimate with an error-margin of +/- 3% (Schwegler, Fischer, 

O’Connell, Hanninen, & Laitinen, 2001) 

- BIM Quantity take offs 

Building information modelling (BIM) is a parametric model in which predefined properties are assigned 

to objects. In contrast to traditional CAD this means that instead of 2D lines, now 3D objects are created. 

(Alder, 2006) 

While BIM based quantity take off is one of the most important and profitable applications of BIM, it is 

still not fully determined what effect this request has on the modelling process (Monteiro & Poças 

Martins, 2013). Many material management applications require a list of materials needed per activity. 

This information is then used to process the data for the following operations such as, calling off 

material, tracking material and general data of stock. (Navon & Berkovich, 2006). 
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Calling off material 

Requesting the ordered material is currently done by different methods per supplier such as a phone call, 

e-mail, online form, or fax. The foreman has to consider the time every supplier needs and monitor the 

current inventory to actively keep the inventory substantial, but not overfull. “Emerging project 

management methods for construction projects generate new kinds of challenges for the delivery 

process of materials. The rationale of such methods is to create short-term schedules, based on a 

constraint analysis of resources, for project tasks. This approach has two requirements for material 

deliveries: transparency of material availability and short response times in the supply chain” (Ala-Risku 

& Kärkkäinen, 2006) 

- Manual call-off 

The traditional way is to order manually. This is done by using information from the quantity takeoffs 

and the planning. With this data he then generates the call off schedules and continues to follow these. 

He must then regularly check for inventory status and call renewing materials in time. At the end of a 

task he has to estimate a final delivery load to finalize the task.  

- Last Planner System 

The Last Planner System is developed in 1992 and uses the overall project planning as framework. It 

creates an overview of day-to-day activities. The idea behind the system is that all prerequisites in 

materials and work groups are available for every task. (Ballard, 2000). This system was further 

developed by Ala-Risku & Kärkkäinen (2006) by adding transparency to transport and working with just-

in-time principles.  

Tasks would be formed with required materials to execute it. The shipments are then tracked, so an 

overview of current inventory and position of each material is available. This systems does not order 

materials itself, but gives signals on whether or not materials have to be ordered according to the 

planning. This research proposes an algorithm that assigns one of the following labels to tasks, (1) “All 

materials available at site”, (2) “Detected delay of some materials”, (3) “Material in interim storage”, (4) 

“Material status not defined”. (Ala-Risku & Kärkkäinen, 2006).  Figure 9 - Overview of Planner system’ 

shows an example. 

 

 

Figure 9 - Overview of Planner system 
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- BIM scheduling 

The intelligence of models can also be enriched with data regarding schedules. For example information 

regarding order date, delivery date and assembly date can be added. Apart from listing data it is also an 

option to use a colour coding algorithm to visualize current status (Figure 10) (Irizarry, Karan, & Jalaei, 

2013). This model would not call-off the materials automatically, but would give visual and textual 

notifications on when to. After that, the model can be used to track what items are on schedule, and 

which not. 

 

 

Figure 10 - Visualisation of deliveries 
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- Automated model for material management 

This model by Navon & Berkovich (2006) is an integral system that has a specified “Purchasing Unit”. 

Within this unit there’s a “request for materials” process. The framework of this process is relying on 

three sources of input. Decision rules, required materials (input) and current inventory. “The Unit 

initiates an order if one of the following situations occurs: A new activity is scheduled to start. When the 

inventory level of materials required for activities in progress reduces below minimum.”  

 

 

Figure 11 - Automated model architecture 

The focus of this design is mainly around the purchasing order rather than calling off. This is a significant 

difference in constructions processes of the Netherlands vs Israel in this case.  
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Receiving material 

When material is delivered to the site, a small process has to be completed to ensure that the 

appropriate materials are delivered and in good condition, and stored so that the quality of the 

materials is guaranteed. (Hendriks Bouw en Ontwikkeling, 2001).  

When material is delivered, the delivery check has to be executed. This check is to see if the quantity is 

conform with the call off, if the material specifications are met and a visual quality check. Three 

scenarios are possible, (1) the material is accepted and the delivery receipt is signed, (2) the material is 

rejected and are sent back right away, (3) the material is disapproved but will be used/repaired on site. 

In all cases the deliveries are logged and given a unique code for administration. 

Material that has been received, either accepted or rejected, need to be stored. This can be on the 

building site itself, a warehouse nearby or in a warehouse on the building site. Either way, an overview 

of current stocks is desired.  

- Manual material receiving 

The specification check will remain a manual task either way. There is a need for a human responsibility 

to acknowledge the shipment being the same as ordered. However, traditionally several other tasks are 

also done by hand such as generating the specifications, signing of the delivery receipt, sending a copy 

to the firm and registering the inventory.   

- RFID 

Many frameworks for material management use RFID (radio frequency identification) tagging. The 

framework, the middle tools and amount of tags differ per presented solution.  

When the tags are applied at the supplier, an automated notification of delivery with specifications will 

be met. The foreman must then quantities, quality and specifications. If the material passes, he can use 

a PDA reader to accept the delivery and qualify as “on site”. (Lee, Song, Oh, & Gu, 2013) 

There are also examples where a combination of RFID and GPS are made. Majrouhi Sardroud presents a 

model that visualizes locations in addition to the RFID data. By setting up stationary antennas in areas 

such in and out gates of suppliers, warehouses, construction site and specific working areas, the 

material will be automatically identified when in reach of readers. Including the location derived from 

the GPS. (Majrouhi Sardroud, 2012). It presents no details on the specification check however. 

- Barcode 

Barcodes are used for material tracking before aswel as materials waste reduction. However barcodes 

suffer from a short read range and durability. Barcodes need a line-of-sight and become unreadable if 

scratched or dirty. Even though it’s an affordable technology, RFID has proven to more advantaged, 

especially for material management. (Majrouhi Sardroud, 2012; Navon, 2007; Tzeng, Chiang, Chiang, & 

Lai, 2008; Wang, Lin, & Lin, 2007) 

On the next page are the pros and cons for barcode and RFID (Majrouhi Sardroud, 2012) 
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 Advantages Disadvantages 

Barcode Affordable 
Easy to use 
Mature and proven technology 
Established quality standards 
Reliable and accurate 

Optical line-of-sight scanning 
Restricted traceability 
Incapable of item level tracking 
Susceptible to environmental damage  
Limited memory 

 
RFID 

 
Non-line-of-sight scanning 
Simultaneous automatic reading  
Item level tracking 
Information rich  
Robust and durable 

 
Cost of tags and new infrastructure 
Lack of training and limited knowledge 
Concern of return on investment 
Lack of ratified standards 
 

Table 4 - Barcode vs RFID 

- Automated model for material management 

This Unit tracks incoming materials and their dispatch for use. To avoid manual data collection, which is 

labour intensive and error prone, ADC technologies, such as barcode and RFID (Jaselskis and El-Misalami, 

2003), should be used.. The downside of ADC for tracking materials is that it is not easy to log data 

regarding bulk materials, as barcode and RFID cannot be attached to them. The present research used, 

at this stage, Personal Digital Assistance (PDA) technology. This technology is suitable for all types of 

materials, but it requires some manual data inputting. The incoming materials data are compared to the 

relevant data in the PO in real-time and transferred to the desktop computer (either by radio, or 

downloaded directly to it). As soon as materials arrive to the site their quantity, specification and 

expected date of arrival, are compared to the relevant data in the PO. If all of these meet the 

specification in the PO, the materials are accepted and the data are logged. If they do not meet the 

specifications, a decision is made whether to accept the (Navon & Berkovich, 2006) 

 

Figure 12 - material receiving unit 
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Registering material 

In practise the registering of material is a not very delicate procedure. Most quantities are not fully 

logged and no historical data is available. If automated, several events can be logged and transparency 

on inventory can be created. Some problems concerning logging material are: 

1. Unavailability of information regarding site stocks 

2. Missing or surplus materials 

3. Lack of storage space for materials 

4. Waste of man hours searching for materials and tracking them 

 

- Manual logging 

The registering and logging of inventories and material usage can be manually logged more elaborated, 

however this is very time-consuming. It would require the foreman to keep a spreadsheet with arrived 

materials/quantities and periodically update how much of these stocks are used.  

- Model assisted automation 

The Navon & Berkovich (2006) model proposes a analysis unit that uses the tracking unit and purchasing 

unit to create an extensive analysis unit. If combined with ADC technology many warnings, reports, and 

recommendations can be automatically generated (Figure 13).  

 

Figure 13 - Automated analysis unit 
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- Long-range RFID 

One possible solution is a storage area with long-range RFID readers (Lu, Huang, & Li, 2011). The long-

range RFID readers will be installed at the storage areas. When new arrived materials are placed in these 

areas, the tags will be read and the inventory database updated. Visa versa when materials leave the 

area. This way no scanning is required by personnel or subcontractors, which could be a bottleneck. 

However, they can use benefits of the systems when they need to find items. They could simply check in 

what area the material is checked in. (Lu et al., 2011) 

- Reference RFID-tags 

A more advanced system, would be locating the material more precisely. By placing several fixed 

readers, not only an area, but a more precise location can be determined, or even the path it is moved. 

(Razavi & Haas, 2011) 

- Non RF-based systems 

Infrared, audio, ultrasound, vision and Laser Detection and Ranging (LADAR) systems are examples of 

localization methods without the use of radio frequency. These systems use so called Time-Of-Flight or 

simply the delay between transmitter and receiver. However they have liability in environmental 

circumstances. For example noise interfering with sound based systems, or obstacles blocking the lasers. 

(Majrouhi Sardroud, 2012) 

Delivering instructions 

- Manual 

According to the preliminary research, the time used for this task is negligible. For this reason no 

elaborated system is designed for this task. Furthermore, when instructions are required to be 

transferred to the processor, it is best to do this in person to ensure the compliance of the instructions. 

- RFID 

If RFID-tags are linked to the work-instructions, they can be retrieved through PDA readers. With the 

prices of PDA readers still relative high, and the product being vulnerable to damage, it would be wise to 

only have foreman use it. The foreman could then use the reader to retrieve the work-instructions from 

the product during general introduction. This avoids searching for the paper version of work-instructions. 
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 Sub-conclusion: table of applications 4.1.3

The following table is a summary of all found applications and its type. Types are categorized as 

methods, hardware, and software.  

Tasks Type 

Quantity take-off  
Manual take-off Method 
Digitizers Hardware/software 
On-screen take-off Method 
CAD Quantity take-off Software 
BIM Quantity take-off Software 
  

Calling off material  
Manual call-off Method 
Last planner system Software 
Automated model Software 
BIM scheduling Software 

 
Receiving material  

Manual material receiving Method 
Automated model (checklist) Software 
Automated model (Barcode) Hardware/software 
Automated model (RFID) Hardware/software 
  

Registering material  
Manual logging Method 
Model assisted logging Software 
Long-range RFID Hardware/software 
Reference RFID Hardware/software 
Non RF-based system Hardware/software 
  

Delivering work-instructions  
Manual delivery Method 
RFID-tags Hardware/software 

Table 5 - state-of-the-art bundle 

These applications will be rated in the morphological analysis, and potential compatibilities are explored 

for overall scores.  
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 MORPHOLOGICAL ANALYSIS 4.2
The found applications in the literature do not give a decisive choice for a set of applications. In order to 

achieve a decisive and founded combination, scores should be allocated to the applications. This is done 

by allocating the found levels of automation (LoA) to the overview. After that, logical combinations can 

be made, and a founded choice for a combination of applications can be made. 

 Application scores 4.2.1

With the levels of automation listed in 4.1.1 on page 23-24, each application is assigned a so called 

“LoA”. These scores are based on description in literature compared to the descriptions of the levels of 

automation.  

Tasks LoA Description 
Quantity take-off   

Manual take-off 2 The foreman uses static hand tools to calculate the quantities, such as drawings, 
pencils and a ruler. 

Digitizers 4 Digitizers are automated tools that require manual handling to calculate quantities.  
On-screen take-off 6 The calculations of on-screen take-offs comes closest to “Supervising” and is 

therefore LoA 5.  
CAD Quantity take-off 7 If modelled correctly, quantities are calculated fully automatic 
BIM Quantity take-off 7 If modelled correctly, quantities are calculated fully automatic 

   
Calling off material   

Manual call-off 2 Calling, mailing or faxing a supplier can be considered “Decision giving”. The user 
gets information on what to do. 

Last planner system 4 The proposed system is automated, but asks for confirmation. 
Automated model 6 The proposed model automatically calls off material, unless there is human 

intervention. 
BIM scheduling 5 BIM-schedules provides generates an action list for calling-off without automatically 

doing it. 
   

Receiving material   
Manual material receiving 2 The foreman gets a notification on material delivery, he has to find the 

specifications of the product himself 
Automated model (checklist) 3 The model provides a checklist based on the call-off 
Automated model (BC) 3 The BC provides a checklist based on the call-off 
Automated model (RFID) 3 The RFID provides a checklist based on the call-off 
   

Registering material   
Manual logging 3 The foreman has options to use sheets to keep inventory. 
Model assisted logging 4 The model will prompt the user on the day material should be delivered. When it is 

delivered and accepted within application accordingly, the model will register it into 
the inventory. However, current inventory will not be tracked. 

Long-range RFID 6 Inventory should be updated atomically, unless the user intervenes 
Reference RFID 6 Inventory should be updated atomically, unless the user intervenes 
Non RF-based system 6 Inventory should be updated atomically, unless the user intervenes 
   

Delivering work-instructions   
Manual delivery 1 The instructions are delivered completely manual 
RFID-tags 6 Manuals are delivered atomically through the RFID –tags, unless foreman wish not 

to. 

Table 6 - application scoresheet 
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 Excluded applications  4.2.2

1. Digitizers – Digitizers are mainly used to create a digital drawing from paper drawings. Since 

HBO has data-rich models already, it seems devious to use this hardware. When compared to 

on-screen take-offs this method will always be less accurate and more devious. In other words, 

On-screen quality take-offs will always score higher.  

 

2. CAD QTO – HBO is far passed the use of regular CAD-drawings. Ever since the implementation of 

BIM, CAD seems devious to work with. Since their entire process (especially in work-

preparation) is based on BIM, CAD seems illogical to use. BIM will always have the advantage 

over CAD.  

 

3. Last planner system – The last planner systems uses an overall planning with required materials 

per activity. But in practise it seems impossible to plan all activities ahead. Many activities 

merged, done separately, or materials could be partly available already. Therefor this 

application seems to far automated to be practical.  

 

4. Barcode – Barcode systems are surpassed by RFID-technology for years.  Below are the pros and 

cons for barcode and RFID (Majrouhi Sardroud, 2012). RFID has become affordable technoglogy, 

and with that becomes superior to barcode.  

 

5. Reference-RFID – The advantage of reference RFID in contrast to long range RFID would be the 

more precise location. However, the exact location of materials is not what the goal of 

automation is. Finding material is not an issue for workmen. The functionality stops when 

foreman have overview of availability of material (project leader). Therefore the extra costs 

required seem to be overextending its goal. 

 

6. Non-RFID based systems – RFID is the superior technology for given process. There are examples 

of systems used in a variety of industries, but none seems applicable for construction sites. E.g. 

Noises of the building site would interfere with sound based systems and obstacles would be 

blocking laser systems.  
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 Potential combinations 4.2.3

The following four combinations of applications are chosen. These represent combinations starting from 

current process, towards more and more use of BIM. These combinations are compared in the 

morphological analysis. 

Current process – To be able to see relative increase of automation, also the current work-procedure 

must be evaluated. This goes as follows: 

1. Manual take-off  

2. Manual call-off 

3. Manual receiving 

4. Manual logging 

5. Manual instructions delivery 

 

Current process Plus – The current process plus is the improved work-process that some foreman have 

started using themselves. One foreman stated in an interview he used this method already. He had been 

using the available model to estimate quantities. Therefore, his process was as followed: 

1. On-screen QTO 

2. Manual call-off 

3. Manual receiving 

4. Manual logging 

5. Manual instructions delivery 

 

Automated model – The next step towards more automation is to use the BIM model as it is to perform 

the quantity take-off. After that the data can be used with the automated model to do the call-off. 

However, since there are not sufficient properties defined for the RFID tags, these processes remain as it 

is (with small exceptions). This would get the following process: 

1. BIM QTO 

2. Automated model for calling off 

3. Automated model for receiving material 

4. Model assisted logging 

5. Manual instructions delivery 

 

High BIM process – The combination with most BIM would be to link the planning into it as well (4D-

BIM). The next step would be to also put in all required properties for the RFID-chips. This combination 

is the following: 

1. BIM QTO 

2. BIM scheduling 

3. Automated model (RFID) 

4. Long range RFID 

5. RFID-instructions 
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These four combinations will be inserted in the morphological analysis matrix. When the scores are 

multiplied by the time spent per task, a weighted score is achieved. The next paragraph will visualize the 

combinations and calculate their scores.  

 Morphological analysis 4.2.4

Task Option 1 Option 2 Option 3 Option 4 Option 5 

Quantity 

take-off 

Manual 

take-off 

Digitizers On-screen 

takeoff 

CAD QTO BIM QTO 

Calling off 

material 

Manual call-

off 

Last planner 

system 

BIM 

scheduling 

Automated 

model 

 

Receiving 

material 

Manual 

material 

receiving 

Automated 

model 

(checklist) 

Automated 

model 

(RFID) 

Automated 

model 

(Barcode) 

 

Registering 

material 

Manual 

logging 

Model 

assisted 

logging 

Long-range 

RFID 

Reference 

RFID 

Non RF-

based 

system 

Delivering 

instructions 

Manual RFID    

Table 7 - morphological analysis 

 

Automation in the QTO is far more efficient than automation in call-off because of time spent in either 

task. To factor this in, the current time spent on each task is used as weight factor. By doing this 

automation in labour-heavy activities are valued higher than automations of tasks that would have less 

effect. 

To recap the time spent per task, the schedule from paragraph 1.2.2 are copied: 

Material management 11.00 average man-hours/week 

T1 Quantity take-off 4:15 
T2 Calling off 2:00 
T3 Receiving material 4:15 
T4 Registering material 0:30 
T5 Deliver instructions 0:00 
  

Table 8 - time spending of foreman 
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This leads to the following scores: 

Column Head  T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 LoA-score 

Manual (current)  8.5 4 8.5 1.5 n/a 22.5 
Manual+  25.5 4 8.5 1.5 n/a 39.5 
Automated model  29.75 12 12.75 2 n/a 56.5 
High BIM   29.75 10 12.75 3 n/a 55.5 

Table 9 - integral model scores 

 T1 =  Quantity take-off 

 T2 = Calling off material 

 T3 = Receiving material 

 T4 = Registering material 

 T5 = Deliver instructions 

Manual (current) 

The manual process, is as expected, the lowest rated combination. This comes to no surprise because 

this process is also selected because of its inefficiency. The largest lack of automation comes from the 

very time intensive quantity take-offs. Foreman have said to be spending time ranging from 4-8 hours 

per week on this.  

Manual+ 

The manual+ process is already improving the process’ LoA score significantly. More foreman have 

started seeing benefits of on-screen take-offs, but the knowledge to go further and perform BIM QTO’s 

is still lacking.  Since the rest of the process is still as is in the current situation, not further LoA scores 

are achieved. 

Automated model 

This methods has shown most potential for automating. The system is greatly based on the model 

described by Navon. Not only does the BIM QTO score even higher than the on-screen take-off, the 

automation in requesting material and receiving material adds significant automation levels. Bottlenecks 

for this model however, is the use of automatic data collectors such as BAR and RFID. HBO has no intent 

or clear potentials to apply these systems. Therefor the model should be slightly adjusted to work with 

checklists rather than fully automated material logging.  

High BIM 

Even though this system scores high on LoA levels, it lacks efficiency in requesting material.  With the 

automated calling off with the last planner system, the entire material management has to be linked to 

the planning. This is however, not the most efficient solution. Foreman use lean-planning to maintain 

the overall time-schedules, but generate detail-planning’s frequently. If these are to be added to the 

tasks, the overall score drops below that of the automated model.  
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 SUB-CONCLUSION: THEORETICAL MODEL 4.3
The result of the state-of-the-art research into the best application-bundle for material management has 

led to the following combination of applications, frameworks, and models: 

 Quantity take off: BIM Quantity take offs 4.3.1

Building information modelling (BIM) is a parametric model in which predefined properties are assigned 

to objects. In contrast to traditional CAD this means that instead of 2D lines, now 3D objects are created. 

(Alder, 2006).  

1. Calling off material: Automated model 

This model by Navon & Berkovich (2006) is an integral system that has a specified “Purchasing Unit”. 

Within this unit there’s a “request for materials” process. The framework of this process is relying on 

three sources of input. Decision rules, required materials (input) and current inventory. “The Unit 

initiates an order if one of the following situations occurs: A new activity is scheduled to start. When the 

inventory level of materials required for activities in progress reduces below minimum.”  

2. Receiving material: Automated model  

This Unit tracks incoming materials and their dispatch for use. To avoid manual data collection, which is 

labour intensive and error prone, ADC technologies, such as barcode and RFID (Jaselskis and El-Misalami, 

2003), should be used. The incoming materials data are compared to the relevant data in the PO in real-

time and transferred to the desktop computer. As soon as materials arrive to the site their quantity, 

specification and expected date of arrival, are compared to the relevant data in the PO. If all of these 

meet the specification in the PO, the materials are accepted and the data is logged. (Navon & Berkovich, 

2006) 

3. Registering material: Model assisted logging 

The Navon & Berkovich (2006) model proposes a analysis unit that uses the tracking unit and purchasing 

unit to create an extensive analysis unit. If combined with ADC technology many warnings, reports, and 

recommendations can be automatically generated 

4. Delivering work-instructions: Manual 

According to the preliminary research, the time used for this task is negligible. For this reason no 

elaborated system is designed for this task. Furthermore, when instructions are required to be 

transferred to the processor, it is best to do this in person to ensure the compliance of the instructions. 

The next chapter will describe the required process changes for this model to become viable. Changes 

can be made to either the work-process, or the model itself to fit into the work-process. 
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5 MATERIAL MANAGEMENT PROCESS REDESIGN 

With the found model, the bottlenecks for implementation can be analysed. This is done by comparing 

the current process with the process that comes with the proposed model. To do this, the processes are 

broken down into more detail using BPMN-diagrams.  

Below is an overview of the material management protocol. The following paragraphs will expand each 

collapsed process, providing the current and proposed process. The differences between the processes 

are then discussed and used to create an improved version of the model that should be applicable for 

HBO. 

The differences in current process and proposed process are categorized as: 

- Missing features – features that must be included in the final design in order to be 

applicable/functional within HBO. 

- Unnecessary features – Features that must NOT be implemented in the final design in order to 

be applicable/functional within HBO. 
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 QUANTITY TAKE-OFF 5.1

 Theoretical model 5.1.1

The proposed process only states the use of BIM-quantities, rather than explaining the process. Quantity 

take-offs are often described as one of the main benefits from BIM. Research has shown a reduction in 

time to generate estimates of 80% with the use of BIM (Alder, 2006). However, this calculation is made 

only for the estimation of materials in general. The research was not focussed on the material 

management on-site, and thus requiring only partial exports. Therefore the proposed process can be 

described as follows: 

BPMN-diagram 
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Figure 14 - Proposed QTO process 

 

1. Determine upcoming activities according to planning 

The foreman still has to determine the upcoming activities and the corresponding requirement of 

materials. He will do this with his detailed planning at hand, and knowledge of his current stocks. 

 

2. Open the latest version of the BIM-model, select materials, and export. 

Once the foreman knows what is required, he can export this selection apart from the rest of the 

building.  

3. Boot application 

The final action required from the foreman is to boot the application. When booted the application 

should calculate the quantities present in the model and store it internally for the next phase.    
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 Improved model 5.1.2

BIM has been known for their quantity take-offs, but are still not used that often. In theory a lot of work 
is saved with the automation. Issues in the past were inaccurate modelling or lack of trust in the model. 
These times are over and models should be used to calculate quantities. However, there should be a 
human verification to ensure no accidental or incorrect objects are imported. In short:  

Missing features 

- In current work-process the foreman can decide to not call-off any materials when a surplus is 
already available on-site. This could occur for example with masonry being shipped in larger 
batches. This feature must be implemented in the application as well to avoid surplus material 
orders.  

- There are scenarios where foreman only require a certain area of a 3D-object to be called off. 
This could happen with large floor slabs in concrete for example. Foreman would often decide to 
pour concrete up to a certain gridline.  

Unnecessary features 

- None 

Improved process architecture 
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Figure 15 - Improved QTO process 

 

4. Select required materials 
The foreman will now select from a list of present materials the required material 
 

5. Provide current stocks 
To use the calling-off feature, it should also be taken in consideration that often materials are 
already partial available. For example, a task of masonry work when there are already 1000 bricks in 
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stock, they should not be called off. This will be done by hand, because such complex stocks has 
proven to be inefficient in the past according to a project leader of HBO. 

 CALLING OFF MATERIAL 5.2

 Theoretical model 5.2.1

The selected application from Navon & Berkovich (2006) is based on a model that has to purchase, 

rather than solely calling off. It initiates when an activity is about to start or when inventory levels are 

not sufficient for activities in progress. It will then send a purchase order to best fitting supplier in the 

supplier database.  If the supplier confirms the order, a message will be sent to the output unit for 

logging and a specification-list for the receiver check. If the supplier declines or does not respond in time, 

or the purchase order is not confirmed, the user should be notified to resolve the issue.  
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Figure 16 - Proposed material calling off process 

 

1. Resolve issues 

In this proposed process the foreman should only have to act when the suppliers fail to confirm the 

purchase orders, or in the case of this study: fail to confirm the call-off report. 
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 Improved model 5.2.2

The proposed model would remove all work put into calling off. This model is however far from suitable 

for the current work-process. For example the purchasing does not happen at the building-site itself, but 

rather on the office. Also, foreman sometimes have to decide daily what quantities should be delivered 

next day. The message itself can be send by the application, but the foreman should be able to judge 

how much and what exact time/date.  

Missing features 

- Foreman have to able to determine the delivery date/time.  

- Foreman have to able to daily call-off smaller proportions of a weekly batch.  

Unnecessary features 

- The application does not have to order the materials 

 

Improved process architecture 
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Figure 17 - Improved material call-off process 

 

1. Adjust call-off 

The material should not be generated 100% automatically. Foreman will often decide whether or not all 

materials are required because of stocks or site-space for example.  

2. Provide delivery date(s)/time(s) 

The application should not automatically call-off material. It has to prompt the foreman to fill in a date 

and time for delivery, so he can plan it in his schedule. 
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 RECEIVING MATERIAL 5.3

 Theoretical model 5.3.1

In the proposed model is to avoid labour intensive and prone error data collection (Navon & Berkovich, 

2006). The deliveries are automatically processed with the ADC tracking of incoming materials.  The ADC 

provides the specifications through the purchase order and the foreman should detect if there are 

discrepancies. He then either accepts the delivery or rejects the material.  
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Figure 18 - Proposed material receiving process 

 

1. Foreman gets a notification of delivery through the ADC 

The automated data collection unit notices a delivery has arrived on the building-site and notifies the 

foreman of this. The application will provide the foreman with the purchase order so he can confirm 

the delivery with requested material.  

 

2. Accept/decline delivery 

When the delivery check is finished, the foreman has to decide whether the delivery is meeting all 

specifications, and whether or not the material should be accepted or declined. Either way this data 

is stored in the application. 
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 Improved model 5.3.2

Main difference between the current and proposed process is the tracking of it. The current process 

relies on appointments while the proposed model relies on the ADC-unit. The automated model explains 

the data gathering methods of accepting a material, but does not elaborate on assigning a drop-off area. 

Also the communication regarding delivery delays is not included. The extra feature of ADC is that 

material can be tracked around the building-site too.  

Missing features 

- Late delivery notification 

- Assigning drop-off area 

 

Unnecessary features 

- ADC notification on arrival  

 

Improved process architecture 
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1. Print call-off schedule 

Instead of automatically checking RFID tags to purchase orders, the foreman should still manual print 

the call-off. This should be presented by the application which knows what materials are to be 

delivered that day.  

5. Assign drop-off area 

Foreman should assign a drop-off area to the supplier upon accepting the material. 

6. Contact supplier 

The foreman should be signalled by the application upon late delivery, so he can contact them. 
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 REGISTERING MATERIAL 5.4

 Theoretical model 5.4.1

The proposed model is able to use input from the planning (planned), purchase orders (ordered) unit 

and the tracking unit (actual). It compares: 

 Planned vs ordered quantities 

 Ordered vs actual supply 

 Planned vs actual usage 

 Ordered vs actual usage 

In other words, all registering is taken care of. Nevertheless will there always be unforeseen situations 

that the foreman has to take control over.  
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Figure 19 – Proposed material registering process 

 

1. Review warnings and reports 

In the suggested work process, foreman do not have to make records of delivery or usage, because 

the application is already processing this. However, since the application in this theoretical model is 

not linked to the standing supplies, features regarding this are also ignored. 
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 Improved model 5.4.2

The current process and proposed model differ in the output in many ways. The current process has the 

main goal of getting the right information to the administration. The model generates these reports for 

the foreman instead of the office. The only reports that are informative to foreman are the remainder of 

quantities available for call-off and such. 

Missing features 

- Coding receipts 

- Sending receipts to administration 

Unnecessary features 

- Reports regarding after-calculation for foreman 

 

Improved process architecture 
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No new tasks compared to theoretical model 

n/a 
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 OVERALL IMPROVED PROCESS 5.5
The combined proposed model in paragraph 3.3 is also shown in appendix A. This theoretical model is 

however, not directly implementable into HBO. This model just be modified to become implementable. 

This will be done in the next chapter by comparing current process with the proposed process.  

 TECHNICAL SCOPE FOR DEVELOPMENT 5.6
The main bottleneck for IT to develop the application, is the generating of the objects thenself, and 

generating the required output per material. IFC is a built-environment specific file-extension and is 

therefore unknown territory for the common application developers. On the other hand they lack the 

knowledge of knowing what properties are required per material. 

Therefor the scope for developing the application and providing evidence of feasibility should be around 

the first sub-process.  

 PROGRAM OF DEMANDS 5.7
To set boundries to the application, a program of demands can be derived from the improved processes. 

Each step is analysed and input/output is used to define its functions. If all functions are met, the 

application should be functioning. The desired options are extra requested features, but are not needed 

for the application to run. 

The application must: 

 Be able to import IFC-models 

 Create a list of available models and let the user select one 

 Find all object in model and related properties 

 Let foreman decide what lots/floors are desired to be called off 

 Let foreman decide what material is desired to be called off 

 Format properties into required specifications for call-off 

 Generate call-off schedules in supplier specific format 
 

It is desired that the application: 

 Has the option to update stocks 

 Validate desired delivery date complies with delivery times 

 Keeps track of budgets 

 Is developed far enough to be functional 
 

Together this should lead to an application that saves at least 2.5 man-hours per week. 
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6 APPLICATION DESIGN 

This chapter will describe the way the application works. The complete source code can be found in 

appendix D. 

 APPLICATION ARCHITECTURE  6.1
Below in Figure 20 the application architecture is shown schematically. The required functions as stated 

in the program of demands are each represented in one sub-process of the application. 

Open folder and 
select model

Find objects in 
model

Link material to 
objects

Link properties to 
objeccts

Generate call-off 
schedules

 

Figure 20 - Application architecture 

Step one of the process is selecting which model is desired to be calculated. It should scan a default 
directory for present models. Ideally the application provides an overview and then let the user select 
the model. Figure 21 is a mockup of how this could be presented. 

 

Figure 21 - mockup of model list 

Step two is scanning the model and collecting all objects into a list. All properties related to these 
objects will later be appended to it. For now the objects are shear objects with only a unique code, the 
object type, and an empty ‘material’ property. Figure 22 provides a representation of this list.  

 
Figure 22 - material properties 

Step three is appending material to the objects. The materials are appended by looking for lines within 

the IFC file that describe links between materials and objects. It then uses the existing object to append 

the material to it. 

Step four is comparable to material linking. However, this time complete sets of properties are 

appended and it is unknown how many.  

 '#2755907': {'lineCode': '#2755907', 'material': 'ONBEKEND', 'type': 'Slab'},

 '#2755963': {'lineCode': '#2755963', 'material': 'ONBEKEND', 'type': 'Door'},

 '#2756020': {'lineCode': '#2756020', 'material': 'ONBEKEND', 'type': 'Door'},

 '#2756077': {'lineCode': '#2756077', 'material': 'ONBEKEND', 'type': 'Door'},

 '#2756148': {'lineCode': '#2756148', 'material': 'ONBEKEND', 'type': 'Wall'}
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Step five is generating the call-off schedules itself. This start with inquiring the foreman on what lots or 

objects he wants to call off, than what materials specifically, and concluding the desired delivery date. 

The application will generate the call-off schedules in supplier specific format. 

The next paragraphs will provide an explanation on how the application works, and how all objects an 

attributes are found. This is done for the core program as described above, and for an example module 

on partition walls. There is also a list of potentials for calling off with the application. This will provide 

overview on what materials could be called off currently, what materials require some adjustments in 

modelling, and some objects that seem unsuitable or unavailable for calling off with the application. 
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 CORE PROGRAM 6.2

 Open folder and select file 6.2.1

First step in processing a model is selecting the model that contains the information. This is done by 

scanning a predetermined folder in a directory and adding all files of the .ifc file-extension to the 

‘fileList’. The user is then prompted to select one of the models to read, this should be the model that is 

exported with SimpleBIM5 for the call-off. This process is visualized in Figure 23.  

fileList

Scan directory for 
.IFC-files

Select file from 
fileList

Boot application Open file

 

Figure 23 - selecting work-file 

 Finding objects within model 6.2.2

IFC is a text file and thus can be accessed by Python. The applications first function after the file is 

selected, is scanning for objects. Building elements in IFC are always categorised as one of the following: 

IfcBuildingElementProxy, IfcCovering, IfcBeam, IfcColumn, IfcCurtainWall, IfcDoor, IfcMember, IfcRailing, 

IfcRamp, IfcRampFlight, IfcWall, IfcSlab, IfcStairFlight, IfcWindow, IfcStair, IfcRoof, IfcPile, IfcFooting, or 

IfcPlate1. The application will check each line in the IFC file if one of these strings (sequence of 

characters) is present. When found, the application will add this object to the ‘objectList’ with the 

linenumber and elementype attached to the object. Figure 24 visualizes how information is stored. Note 

that these objects have no quantities or properties attached to them. These values will be appended to 

this object by other functions, described in the following paragraphs. 

'#98919': {'lineCode': '#98919', 'type': 'Wall'}, 
'#99142': {'lineCode': '#99142', 'type': 'Window'}, 
'#99527': {'lineCode': '#99527', 'type': 'Covering'}, 
'#998132': {'lineCode': '#998132', 'type': 'Wall'}, 
Figure 24- storing objects 
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Figure 25 - storing object architecture 

                                                           
1
 Source: http://www.buildingsmart-tech.org/ifc/IFC2x4/alpha/html/ifcproductextension/lexical/ifcbuildingelement.htm 
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 Link materials to objects 6.2.3

The IFC parameter ‘IfcRelAssociatesMaterial’ describes the relationship between a material definition 

and elements which this material definition applies to2. The structure of these variables are as follows: 

IFCRELASSOCIATESMATERIAL(GlobalId, OwnerHistory, Name, Description, (set of related 

objects), RelatingMaterial); 

An example of this line is as follows: 

#26324=IFCRELASSOCIATESMATERIAL('09oDV4Y3z40xM8CNIZZZnM',#41,$,$,( #22572 , 

#25315, #24261), #22575); 

From this line only the ‘set of related objects’ and the RelatingMaterial are required. The example line 

tells the following: 

o The related objects can be found at the lines #22572 , #24261, and #25315: 

These lines are the same as previously stored in the ObjectList (paragraph 4.3). The objects in 

the objectList can therefore be accessed by using the found lines as key. 

o The related materials can be found at #22575: 

The provided linecode does not always directly lead to the material. This could be yet another 

referral or a referral to a set of layers the material is linked to. To assemble the related materials 

a function is writer that explores this until ‘IfcMaterial’ is found. This variable describes the 

material, for example: #247= IfcMaterial('afwerkvloer') 

The application will then append the found materials to the already stored objects in the objectList. 

Figure 26 visualises how objects are now stored.  

'#996826': {'lineCode': '#996826', 'material': 'GLAS - BUITEN', ‘type': 'Window'}, 
'#996897': {'lineCode': '#996897', 'material': 'BAKSTEEN ROLLAAG, 'type': 'Wall'}, 
'#996965': {'lineCode': '#996965', 'material': 'ISOLATIE', 'type': 'Wall'}, 
'#998763': {'lineCode': '#998763', 'material': 'KUNSTSTOF, 'type': 'Member'}, 

Figure 26 - link material 
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Figure 27 - link materials architecture 

  

                                                           
2 Source: http://www.buildingsmart-tech.org/ifc/IFC2x4/rc2/html/schema/ifcproductextension/lexical/ifcrelassociatesmaterial.htm 
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 Link properties to objects 6.2.4

The parameter that describes the relation between properties and elements is the 

‘IfcRelDefinesByProperties’. The function of this parameter is comparable with the link to materials. 

Main difference for the function is that property values are described in the same line as the value is 

presented. For example: 

 #231= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Length',$,IFCLENGTHMEASURE(7780.), $); 

This means that instead of only gathering the value, the description itself should be added to the object 

too. The ‘IfcRelDefinesByProperties’ parameter is structured as follows: 

#246= IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES(GlobalId, OwnerHistory, Name, Description, (set of 

related objects), RelatedPropertyDefinition); 

For example, the following line is a case example: 

#246= IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0_grfUTjPBXRXLQdihO5Mv',#41,$,$,(#166),#244); 

This line tells us that the object on line #166 has the properties described in line #244. Line #244 in this 

example leads to:  

#244=IFCPROPERTYSET('0_grfUTjPBXRXLQtihO5Mv',#41,'Constraints',$,(#211,#212,#213,#214,#

215,#216,#217,#218,#219,#220,#221,#222)); 

This line has referrals to the lines: #211, #212, #213, #214, #215, #216, #217, #218, #219, #220, #221, 

and #222. In this particular case these lines are directly linked to ‘IfcPropertySingleValue’ parameters 

that describe variables and provide their value. Yet again the application will append these values to the 

corresponding objects in the objectList. Since the attributes of elements is variable to the way of 

modelling, the amount of properties will vary per object. Figure 28 shows an example of a slab-element.  

'#99411': {'Absorptance': '0.1', 
            ‘Comment': ‘kavel 26’, 
            'GrossArea': '9.68)', 
            'Phase Created': "'New Construction'", 
            'Reference': "'bestrating 002 zwart halfsteens'", 
            'Thickness': '100.', 
            'lineCode': '#99411', 
            'material': 'terrein_bestrating zwart halfsteens', 
            'type': 'Slab'} 
Figure 28- linking object properties 
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Figure 29 - link properties architecture 
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 Format properties into required variables for call-off 6.2.5

All available data of elements is now stored inside objects inside the objectList. In other words, the 
application can close the IFC-file and continue with the stored data inside the application. To extract the 
data from the application, a function has to be writer for every individual material type. For example, to 
extract all masonry work, a loop that scans all objects for the key-value combination ‘material : masonry’ 
would return all objects that contain masonry. Of this particular element the type of stone, surface, and 
wall thickness would be sufficient to perform the call off.  

If applicable, one of the properties in the objects is ‘Comments’ where the lot of the specific object is 
described. In case of residential buildings, the application will ask what lots the foreman wants to call off 
for.  

Add all values that 
describe lots to 

lotsList

Make list of unique 
entries only in 

lotsList

Present applicable 
lot-number to 

foreman

Foreman selects lots 
for call-off

Gather all required 
properties of 

available objects for 
selected lots

Store all properties 
in list

 

Figure 30 - find properties for call-off architecture 

 Generate supplier specific call-off schedule 6.2.6

Each material for each supplier has its own call-off form and/or method. Nearly all however, can be 
made through e-mail. The suppliers do have their own desired format of receiving the call-off. The 
application has to find the corresponding supplier for the material, its call-off form and then fill in the 
desired fields.  

Check if supplier is 
defined in 
properties

NO
Foreman speficies 

supplier from list, or 
new

Material 
management

Supplier list

New supplier?

Foreman selects 
call-off form and 

fiels

Open linked call-off 
form and fill in fiels

YES

Confirm supplier

 

Figure 31 - generate call-off form architecture 
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 POTENTIALS AND REQUISITES FOR MATERIAL CALL-OFF 6.3
The core program to call-off materials is now defined. However, to use the application, some modelling 

styles might require adjustment, and some materials are just not practical to be called off with the 

application. The next three paragraphs describe these three categories based on the Patio.ifc file, 

modelled by Root B.V. All objects inside this model are discussed with a project leader of HBO, and the 

requisites for call-off discussed. There requisites are compared to what is available inside the model. 

Figure 32 - patio.ifc shows this complete model. 

 

Figure 32 - patio.ifc 

The following items were extracted from the model, the requirements discussed and afterwards 

confirmed to be available by a project leader. This means these items could potentially be called off 

using the application, if the supplier formats were to be constructed. Objects marked with a ‘*’ are 

considered to be significant according to the foreman of Irislaan the project, meaning it take more than 

an average of 30mins each. 

 Objects ready for application 6.3.1

Object Property Property 2 Ordered per 

In situ concrete * concrete class  m3  
Foundation  concrete class  m3  
Limestone * stone type  m2  
Partition walls * type  pieces  
Precast columns dimensions  pieces  
Steel beams profile length pieces  
Wooden beams profile length pieces  
Steel lintel profile length pieces  
Side plank profile length pieces  
Window sill profile length pieces  
Insulation* type thickness m2  
Masonry * type finishing m2  
Stone still profile length pieces  
Coverslipper profile length pieces  
Table 10 - objects ready for application 
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 Objects requiring modelling changes 6.3.2

The following items were not available for call-off due to the way it had been modelled. This does not 

necessarily mean it is not an option, but rather changes must be made during modelling. In all three 

examples below the issue was that items were modelled as one, rather than the single pieces that were 

required.  Below are two examples of multiplex plating and a prefabricated rib-floor. Both should be 

modelled as-build in order to be usable for the application. 

 

Figure 33 - objects requiring modelling changes 

 

Object Property Property 2 Ordered per Missing 

Multiplex plating dimensions  pieces Not as-built  
Precast floor dimensions  pieces Not as-built  
Roof trim profile length pieces Not as-built  
Table 11 - objects requiring modelling changes 

 Objects unsuitable for call-offs 6.3.3

Most of the items below are properly modelled, but do not require to be called off. These items are sub-

contracted and not the foreman’s’ responsibility.  It could potentially be used by the work-preparing 

department, but calling off is not required.  

Object Reason 

Window frames Sub-contracted 

Door frames Sub-contracted 

Railing Sub-contracted 

Wall tiles Sub-contracted 

Floor tiles Sub-contracted 

Retaining wall Sub-contracted 

Concrete tiles Sub-contracted 

Sand bedding Sub-contracted 

Pavement Sub-contracted 

Stairs Sub-contracted 

Table 12- objects subcontracted 

The next paragraph will provide an example of how partition walls can be called off with the application.  
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 EXAMPLE CALL-OFF: PARTITION WALLS 6.4
To actually use the application for calling off material, modules has to be made for each product that is 

called off, per supplier. This paragraph will provide an example of a more complex product, the partition 

walls of Xella. These story high elements are ordered in packs that contain 7 or 10 units, and have to be 

calculated from models/drawings where walls are drawn as a whole, rather than units of 50-60cm.  

 Required output 6.4.1

In appendix B ‘Afroepformulier’ the template that is currently used to call off partition walls is included. 

This form can be used to formulate the required output of the application in order to call off partition 

walls.  

 

Figure 34 - empty call-off form partition walls 

 

Some fields have been filled in by Xella in advance. However, the following fields are empty: 

 Delivery date 

 Name of client 

 Contact number 

 Required quantities 
 
The name of the user and his contact number can be set to the foreman on-site, and is therefore not a 
complicated script. However, the foreman should be prompted to specify a desired delivery date and 
the application should fill in the required quantity of packages.  
 
  

AFROEPFORMULIER

XELLA NEDERLAND BV Meppel tel. 0522 - 237 237

fax 0522 - 254 389

email: distributie.meppel@xella.com

Afroep formulier Woningbouw

Aannemer Hendriks Bouwbedrijf Oss b.v. 

Werk 36 woningen. / Fase 3

Werk adres Irislaan Leverdatum     

Plaats Eindhoven Afgeroepen door 

Exportnummer 438050-S-01 Telnr.

Verdiepinghoge panelen

Lengte Breedte/dikte Aantal Stuks per pak

 70 mm G4/600

x  600  x   70 mm = pakken ( 10 stuks / pak )

x  600  x   70 mm = pakken ( 10 stuks / pak )

x  600  x   70 mm = pakken ( 10 stuks / pak )

x  600  x   70 mm = pakken ( 10 stuks / pak )

x  600  x   70 mm = pakken ( 10 stuks / pak )

100 mm G4/600  

x  600  x  100 mm = pakken (  7 stuks / pak  )

x  600  x  100 mm = pakken (  7 stuks / pak  )
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The material itself is called off per wall type and in quantity of packs. Xella Nederland B.V. has three types of partition walls, and 
four types of blocks. Table 13 - Xella Ytong products 

 shows these elements and its properties. 

Panel Thickness (mm) Width (mm) Height (mm) Units/ pack (#) 

70 mm G4/600 70 600 2400-3000 10 
100 mm G4/600 100 600 2400-3400 7 
100 mm G5/800 100 500 2400-3400 7 

Table 13 - Xella Ytong products 

For each element it must be calculated how many of each are required. Together with the project 

information this would be sufficient for a call-off. The following paragraph will describe the algorithm 

used to calculate these quantities. 

 Algorithm 6.4.2

To find all Xella products, the objectList of the application is used. The function will scan this list for 
objects one of the following statements to be true: 

 Ytong Partition Wall G4/600: 
Material = Ytong Separatie Paneel G4/600 

  Thickness = 70 

 Ytong Partition Wall G4/600: 
  Material = Ytong Separatie Paneel G4/600 
  Thickness = 100 

 Ytong Partition Wall G5/800: 
Material = Ytong Separatie Paneel G5/800 
Thickness = 100 

 
At first sight it seems rather easy to calculate the required amount of panels. You could add up all length 
and divide it by 600 or 500. However, when there is 10cm or less left after cutting a panel, it should be 
considered cutting loss. If there is more than 10cm remaining, it should be used for the next object. 
Therefor each individual wall should be calculated separately for sawing loss. This can be done by the 
modulus function and storing remainders. So the calculation goes as follows: 
 

1. Check if remainders available 
2. Netto length = wall length – remainders 
3. Panels = ceiling(netto length/600 (or 500 for G5)) 
4. Remainder = netto length % 600 (or 500 for G5) 
5. Repeat for next item 

 
When this whole procedure is complete the required amount of panels can be added up. After that it 
can be divided by the package size for the required amount of packages. The application will than 
prompt the foreman to provide a delivery date, followed by filling in the form.  
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7 RESULTS 

This chapter will showcase the working of the application and it results of what is capable of in current 

form, and what could be expected when it is developed further. It will be tested upon quality 

correctness. In other words, are the generated quantities correct when checked with calculations by 

hand? And to estimate the time-saving it could bring, several different exports are executed and timed. 

These results are compared to estimations made by foreman. For this example the model irislaan.ifc is 

used. This is a project currently in construction, and an interview with the foreman regarding time-

spending on material management has been executed on 16th of June 2016 and can be found in 

appendix C.  

 

Figure 35 - Irislaan.ifc 

In situ concrete & Partition walls 

For the test phase the in-situ concrete and partition walls are used. The in-situ concrete is a good 

benchmark for the time-saving. This is the object foreman spend most time on, especially in the 

structural work phase, according to the foreman of the Irislaan project. In that phase he estimates the 

time spend on this to be 30 minutes per quantity take-off. 

The partition walls are used to proof the correctness of quantities because this is an example of a more 

complicated algorithm.  

The following paragraphs will contain the following 

- Application presentation 

- Measured time saving 

- Validation of quantification  
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 MODELLING RULES 7.1
In order to be able to execute the application and gather required information, the models used had to 

be modified. This paragraph will describe the found issues with the current models. The issues are 

addressed as: 

- Inaccuracies: Issues within the model that does interrupt the application, but could influence 

calculations of quantities or properties. 

- Mistakes: Large errors that make the application unable to run. 

 Inaccuracies 7.1.1

Modelling as  in separate objects per activity 

To calculate quantities foreman often split objects by story and lot. For example foreman want to call-

off all bricks required for lots 1-10 for the ground level. If the model is created with walls as one object 

over the entire face, the exact quantity cannot be determined.  

Modelling as built 

Some objects are currently modelled as mass, rather than exact form. Hollow core slabs and multiplex 

plating are good examples. The models have these objects drawn as one large object. Even if it split per 

story and lot, it required further separation to make it fitting for calling off. In case of the multiplex 

plating the exact plates with dimensions should be modelled.  

Assigning material as called off 

The available models often had several material descriptions, even though they would belong to the 
same call-off. Masonry in the root.ifc is a good example of this. It shows the following materials in 
masonry work: 
 

- Steen - baksteen - keimwerk (34) 
- Steen - baksteen - rood, Dragor VZ 551 WF - plint (82) 
- Steen - baksteen - rood, Dragor VZ 551 WF - klampsteen (30) 
- Steen - baksteen - rood, Dragor VZ 551 WF - vuilwerk (21) 
- Steen - baksteen - rood, Dragor VZ 551 WF - rollaag (16) 
- Steen - baksteen - rood, Dragor VZ 551 WF (104) 

 
Because the material are different from each other, the calculations are made separately too. However, 
the function of the masonry is not a factor and therefor unnecessary. For this research the materials are 
modified to be uniform.  
 
Assigning material specific 

Where some material descriptions are too specific, other are too vague. ‘wood_multiplex’ for example 
does not provide enough information. It depends on whether the foreman wants to call-off certain 
finishing plates, or assisting constructions for example. These subscriptions should be added to the 
material, so calling off can be done for it.  
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Uniform story-level names 

The model of ‘Leostraat.ifc’ has the following story levels within the model: 
1. Level: 1e ruw 
2. Level: 1e verdieping 
3. Level: 2e ruw 
4. Level: 2e verdieping 
5. Level: begane grond 
6. Level: bg ruw 
7. Level: bk. fundering 
8. Level: bk. gasbeton verd. 
9. Level: bk. kozijn bg 
10. Level: bk. plint 
11. Level: bk. rollaag goot 
12. Level: ok. 1e verd. vloer 
13. Level: ok. 2e verd vloer 
14. Level: ok. fundering 
15. Level: ok. plint 
16. Level: ok. verspringend mw 

 
These names have to be generalized just per floor. In the example of Leostraat would result in three 
levels: Ground floor, first floor, second floor. All others are only complicating the model unnecessary.  

 Mistakes 7.1.2

Missing lot-numbers 

Objects currently have no lot-numbers attached to them. For this research the model is modified with 

Revit. Each lot is selected individually and had the lot-number assigned to the ‘comments’ property. 

When some objects are skipped, the application won’t be able to identify the object and crash.  

Inconsistent use of object-types 

When walls are drawn as beams, some properties could become unavailable. When this happens the 

application will attempt to extract data that does not exist, and crash when not found. Models provided 

had few examples of this use. 
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 APPLICATION SHOWCASE 7.2
This paragraph will provide visual examples of what the application looks like when executed. The 

current version is without a graphical user interface, but is working. An example of calling of masonry 

work is provided. 

The start menu 

The landing screen of the application is the selection or location of the directory that contains the IFC 

models. The directories are stored in the application and presented with a given name. The user has to 

select which system he is currently using, or locate a new directory. 

 
Figure 36 - landing screen 

Selecting the model 

The next step in the application is to select the requested model. The application presents all found files 

with the .ifc extension within the folder and enumerates them. The user will select one of the models by 

entering the corresponding key. In Figure 37 the user could, for example, enter ‘4’ the 

‘PAUWERT_Woningen Irislaan.ifc’.  This model is used for the testing. 

  
Figure 37 - model selecting 
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Selecting material 

Now that the model is selected, the user has to select the material he wants to create the call-off 

schedule for. Again this is done by entering a value corresponding to a material in the presented list. 

Figure 38 shows an example of the chosen model. All available materials are listed and have the number 

of objects with that material in brackets behind its name. In this example we will select ‘12’ for the 

‘BAKSTEEN, TYPE 315.U, Dragor wf (649)’ material.  

 
Figure 38 - selecting material 

 Selecting story 

Now that the model is selected, the user has to select the material he wants to create the call-off 

schedule for. It will gather all stories from objects and show the unique values. If the user opts to call-off 

all stories at once, he can enter ‘x’. For the given example the ground floor will be selected. 
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Selecting lots 

To create a realistic call-off, the user should also be prompted to select the lots he wants to call off. With 

the same technique used to select the story, the user will have to input the range of lots he wants to 

calculate. In the example of Figure 39 the lots 25 up to and including 31 are selected. 

 
Figure 39 - selecting lots 

Prompt for additional delivery dates 

The initial call-off is complete and the application shows an overview of this call-off. The application will 
ask to generate the call-of schedules, or add more entries. In the example on three more entries were 
made.  
 

 
Figure 40 - additional deliveries 

These call-offs are specific per material however. This call-off for masonry is made as indication for the 

supplier. The user has to use the application again to make the final order of material with a provided 

delivery date. In case of partition walls only one specific call-off is made for a specific date (Figure 41). 

The application will generate the call-off forms in the desired format of the supplier.  

  
Figure 41 - call-off partition walls 
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Generate call-off form 

The application will generate a call-off form specific for the supplier. These forms have to be added 

manually and currently contain templates for in situ concrete, masonry, and partition walls.  Below are 

examples for the masonry and partition walls that are automatically generated. 

 
Figure 42 - masonry call-off 

 
Figure 43 - partition walls call-off 

This concludes the functionality of the application. The following paragraphs present the results of the 

performance. This verifies the correctness of quantities and the measured time-saving. 
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 TIME SAVING 7.3
The example project consists 17 residential building. Interview has indicated that the quantity take-offs 

for Masonry & limestone, partition walls, in situ concrete, in situ foundation, and insulation take up 

relatively large amount of time. Therefor these call-offs are executed for this test phase. Each call-off is 

done twelve times, and the average values presented in the table.   

The mentioned materials are estimated to cost 30 minutes per week on average, 

making a total of 2 hours and 30 minutes.  

The measurements are done in the application itself. 

Limestone / Masonry  

Masonry and limestone requires an estimation upfront for the entire call-off schedule. This is meant as 

an indication for the production. Foreman would look up the planning and schedule the different lots 

per story-level on different weeks. For the project of the Irislaan he would calculate the required 

masonry as follows: 

 Ground level: lots 25 up to and including 32 (GL 25-32) 

 Ground level: lots 33 up to and including 41 (GL 33-41) 

 Floor 1: lots 25 up to and including 32 (FL1 25-32) 

 Floor 1: lots 33 up to and including 41 (FL1 33-41) 

 Floor 2: lots 25 up to and including 32 (FL2 25-32) 

 Floor 2: lots 33 up to and including 41 (FL2 33-41) 

Foreman of the Irislaan estimates this to take approximately 30minutes per call-off, totalling 3 hours.  

# GL 25-32 
(sec) 

GL 33-41 
(sec) 

FL1 25-32 
(sec) 

FL1 33-41 
(sec) 

FL22 25-32 
(sec) 

FL2 33-41 
(sec) 

TOTAL 

1 13.79 9.48 10.55 9.58 7.34 5.60 57.27 
2 16.07 7.89 11.85 14.64 7.78 10.25 55.88 
3 17.37 12.08 7.54 9.38 9.14 5.73 61.27 
4 16.82 15.36 9.95 12.22 11.47 7.17 73.02 
5 21.49 9.97 8.91 6.80 10.30 13.11 70.61 
6 17.99 11.50 10.88 9.85 10.46 10.54 71.22 
7 18.01 7.47 10.94 9.68 6.23 9.36 61.69 
8 18.22 8.76 7.89 11.91 6.71 8.28 61.77 
9 14.98 9.97 7.15 8.72 7.79 8.64 57.25 
10 14.15 6.51 6.53 12.11 9.61 6.97 55.89 
11 16.94 10.08 8.40 7.03 7.64 12.89 62.99 
12 20.90 11.86 4.97 14.84 8.25 5.87 66.70 
Avg.       61.84 

Table 14 - time measurements masonry 

Average: 62.96 

Standard deviation: 6.12 

Confidence interval: 90% between 59.81 – 66.11 sec 
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Partition walls  

Calling of partition walls is done a minimum of 7 workdays in advance, and preferably in completely 

filled trucks. A truck can transport 35 packs of 7 units, and if the foreman fails to fill the trucks, more 

costs a calculated. Therefor the foreman should be prompted to call-off the remainder of the truck too. 

It is on his judgement whether or not these walls can be stored. The foreman is also prompted to 

provide the current stock in advance because of these extra loads. The twelve results are: 

# Time (s) 

1 28.43 
2 25.58 
3 30.32 
4 28.46 
5 29.03 
6 27.77 
7 24.79 
8 23.98 
9 26.66 
10 26.69 
11 26.48 
12 24.75 
Avg. 26.91 

Table 15 - time measurements partition walls 

Standard deviation: 1.94 

Confidence interval: 90% between 25.91 – 27.91 sec 

 

Insulation / in situ concrete 

For calling off insulation and in-situ concrete, one specific call-off for the specific quantity and date is 

made. This means that just like in the case of partition walls, the entire application has to be restarted 

per call-off. 

# Time (s) 

1 19.04 
2 18.17 
3 21.01 
4 16.68 
5 17.36 
6 22.89 
7 21.86 
8 20.09 
9 20.49 
10 18.93 
11 18.05 
12 18.30 
Avg. 19.41 

Table 16 - time measurements in-situ concrete 

Standard deviation: 1.88 
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Confidence interval: 90% between 18.51 – 20.30 sec 

 

Overall time saving 

The results are summarised below in Table 17. The results shown on the previous pages are used to 

calculate the time saved. The remainder of materials, listed in paragraph 6.3, are included too. These 

remainder materials are not yet implemented and are therefore considered as unchanged.   

 

Material Current 
(h:mm:ss) 

Measured 
(h:mm:ss) 

Time saved 
(mm:ss) 

Masonry / Limestone 1:00:00 0:02:06 57:54 
Partition walls 0:30:00 0:00:27 29:33 
Insulation / in-situ concrete  1:00:00 0:00:38 59:22 
Remainder 1:45:00 1:45:00 00:00 
TOTAL 4:15:00 1:48:11 2:26:49 

Table 17 - overall time saving 

The overall time-saving on the quantity take-off is reduced  

by 2:26:49 (2 hours, 26 minutes and 49 seconds). 
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 QUANTITY CORRECTNESS 7.4
Now that the time-saving is presented, the correctness of the quantities should also be verified. Since in 
situ concrete is one of the simpler materials, the quantities of partition walls is presented. The algorithm 
in paragraph 6.4.2. is used to do this. The project from the Irislaan will once again be used for this. To 
maintain overview, the first floor of lot 39 is calculated. 
 
The following walls are present in this area: 

Wall # Length Used remainder Netto length Panels Remainder 

1 3100 mm 0 3100 mm 6 500 mm 
2 4450 mm 500 mm 3950 mm 7 350 mm 
3 1950 mm 250 mm 1600 mm 3 450 mm 
4 2550 mm 150 mm 2100 mm 5 450 mm 
5 1850 mm 150 mm 1400 mm 3 550 mm 
TOTAL    24  

Table 18 - validating application results 

The required amount of panels is 24, this is the same quantity as the application generates, as shown 
below. Note that these values are filled in the call-off form automatically.  
 

 
Figure 44 - validating application results 2 

 
This process has been executed several times to ensure correctness. All runs have proven to be accurate. 
This proofs the application is able to save a lot of time if applied to the process.  
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8 CONCLUSION 

This chapter will recap on the stated goal, and validate the success of the research.  

 VALIDATING APPLICATION 8.1
The program of demands that was created in paragraph 5.7 can now be validated with the actual 

application. The program of demands were as follows: 

The application must: 

 Be able to import IFC-models 
The application is able to import IFC-models and read the text-file per line. 
 

 Create a list of available models and let the user select one 
The application is able to scan a specific folder on the computer and gather all models into a list. The 

user can than select the model using corresponding numbers as input. 

 Find all object in model and related properties 
The application scans for a predefined list of objects. Afterwards it will scan for all properties and 
append it to the corresponding objects. When this complete, the application will no longer use the IFC 
file itself, but rather the stored data inside the application. 
 

 Let foreman decide what material is desired to be called off 
Currently the application presents all found materials. It can completed to selecting a material, but it is 
advisable to create more supplier specific templates instead. 
 

 Let foreman decide what lots/floors are desired to be called off 
By exporting building per story using simplebim, the foreman gets to select the floor whilst selecting the 

model. This is only required once per model. If applicable the application will prompt the foreman to 

select what lots to be included.  

 Format properties into required specifications for call-off 
Currently the application is able to gather required properties that were available in the models that 
were used as focus.  
 

 Generate call-off schedules in supplier specific format 
The supplier specific call-off was created for Xella partition walls. It will use the form provided, and fill in 
the required fields. 
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 CONCLUSION 8.2
The goal of the research was to save 2.5 man-hours in the material management process. A significant 

time-saving has proven to be achievable using the application. The following materials are currently 

available for quantifying with the application, and take around 30mins each in the current process: 

 Limestone  

 Partition walls  

 Insulation 

 Masonry  

 In-situ concrete  

These five material classes add up to approximately 2:30:00 of labour. These items are able to be 

quantified with the application, a time-saving of 2:26:49 minutes is estimated to be obtainable. 

Material Current 
(h:mm:ss) 

Measured 
(h:mm:ss) 

Time saved 
(mm:ss) 

Masonry / Limestone 1:00:00 0:02:06 57:54 
Partition walls 0:30:00 0:00:27 29:33 
Insulation / in-situ concrete  1:00:00 0:00:38 59:22 
Remainder 1:45:00 1:45:00 00:00 
TOTAL 4:15:00 1:48:11 2:26:49 

 

The current version of the application potentially saves 2 hours, 26 minutes and 

49 seconds.  

 

 

 

  

0 2 4 6 8 10 12

Current

Proposed

Current Proposed

Quantity take-off 4.25 1.8

Calling off material 2 2

Receive material 4.25 4.25

Register material 0.5 0.5

Quantity take-off

Calling off material

Receive material

Register material
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 DISCUSSION 8.3
The application has shown great potential, but should be developed further. Some points of 

consideration are the following: 

1. More extensive testing before developing 

For now only the partition walls of Xella are integrated in the application. If more supplier specific call-

off forms are added, more significance to the time-saving can be set. With more significance a better 

decision whether or not developing would be worth it, can be made.   

2. Get quote from ICT developer 

The application could potentially save up to 2.5 man-hours per week. When this is calculated over 15 

foreman, working 44 weeks per year, costing €50,- per hour, this would result into a cost reduction of 

€82.500. Applications of this size could be developed for under €30.000. 

 

3. Develop user interface together with foreman 

If the application is to be completely developed, it is advisable to use preferences of foreman to design 

the user interface. Their input is necessary to create an application that is appealing to them. 

4. Set up modelling rules 

The application is based upon specific modelling techniques. It is important to write down rules for 

modelling, such as assigning properties, materials, lot numbers, and object types. Most important is 

modelling as-built. This means objects are often split at construction lines and stories.  

5. Integration with IfcOpenShell 

IfcOpenShell (developed by Thomas Krijnen) has options to visualise ifc files. This open source module 

could assist on making the call-offs more visual and thus gain trust of foreman.  

 

6. Develop rest of process/application 

The remainder of steps for calling off, receiving, and registering material is not yet developed in this 

version. The main profit in time-saving however, comes from the combined function of this. When these 

functions are also developed, even more time should become free. 
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 IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGY 8.4
The following strategy is of own advice, and could be carried out in other ways too.  

Step 1 

It starts by assigning two foreman that will be the early adaptors of the working system. These two 

foreman should have affinity with computers and be open to provide feedback. These foreman will use 

this application as shadowing tool, and present feedback on bugs, shortcomings, mistakes, or other 

desired moderations.  

Step 2 

The application should be improved with the feedback and released afterwards. At this moment new 
projects will start with the newly formed modelling rules, and thus create feasible models for this 
systematic. The foreman that were using the software in step 1 will be the key users, and can assist new 
foreman upon implementing it too. 
 
Step 3 
 
It would be wise to not roll out too many applications at the same time. Therefor it should be only once 
a month a new foreman starts using the application. This way it is controllable for the key users to assist 
the new group. Also, the overall business protocol will be overwritten within 1 – 1.5 year this way, 
without and abrupt structure changes.  
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APPENDIX A:  
THEORETICAL AND IMPROVED 

PROCESSES 
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APPENDIX B:  
XELLA YTONG CALL-OFF FORM 
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APPENDIX C:  
INTERVIEW FOR TEST RESULTS 
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APPENDIX D:  
SOURCE CODE 
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APPENDIX E: 
OBSERVATION REPORTS 

 

 


